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THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
Embodying Volvo's traditional reputation for safety and
reliability, this durable car combines practical loadcarrying capacity with rugged good looks and a 2 litre
engine.
Raise the tailgate and it becomes apparent that the
Torslanda is in a class of its own. A load capacity of 75 cu
feet is at your disposal, by far the most generous of any
car in its category. Folding rear seats, a low entry point
and high ro of ensure that the Torslanda is not on ly visually
impressive but practical too. Add to this an optional
auxiliary seat and you have capacity to carry 5 adults and
2 children (up to 25 kg/56 Ibs for each chiid)
Safety is one of the key features of the Torslanda. Roll-over
protection, crumple zones front and rear, and strong
passenger compartment afford maximum protection.

Imagine a car spacious, tough, dependable and so weil
plan ned as to be considered the ultimate load-carrying
vehicle. A car designed to cope with the rigorous

Drive the Torslanda and you'lI be struck immediately by its
relaxed driving position and ergonomically designed
controis, as we il as its rugged feel and the power at your
command.

demands of your active life, offering unrivalled flexibility,
whatever your carrying needs.

Priced

at 5::13,995,

the Torslanda

represents truly

exceptional value for rYl oney.
Whether you're taking your children safely to school,
scuba diving in the Aegean Sea, or mountain climbing in
the Alps, the versatility of the Volvo Torslanda is only

Basic price
Car Tax
VAT

constrained by your imagiriation .

E11.434.21
E476.43
E2.084.36
E13.995.00

Price excludes standard National Delivery charge of E295 incl. VAT.

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
At Volvo we start thinking environmentally
at the drawing board. Our concern about
exhaust emissions began over 20 years
ago, and we pioneered the development
of catalytic converters. The Torslanda is
powered by a 2 litre engine with a 3 way
catalytic converter and Lambda Sond.
This eliminates up to 95 per cent of
hydrocarbon, nitric oxide and carbon
monoxide emissions.

MANOEUVRABILlTY
Solid ly built with power steering for
excellent road-holding and a turning
circle of 9.8 metres; it becomes the ideal
towing car.

STYLE
The classic shape of the car has been
enhanced by the addition of roof rails,
multi spoke alloy wheels, matt-black trim
and special ly selected colours: red, silver
and white.

COMFORT
Reclining heated front seats with lumbar
support, four head restraints, internally
adjustable mirrors, a highly efficient
heating and ventilation system for greater
comfort and driving safety, together with
centrallocking. The Volvo four speaker
sound system rounds off this practical
interior.
Options available:
Self levelling suspension, ABS, Airbag
and choice of 3 colours.

TflJRSlANDA
THE VOLVO ESTATE ~OPEN YOUR MIND.

The information, specification and illustrations relating to the models described in this
brochure may be different in respect of similar vehicles currently on sale in the UK and the
Republie of Ireland.
When making enquiries about any vehicle, please ask your Volvo dealer to advise you of
any differences to the specifications which are contained in the brochure.

VOLVO
Globe Park, Marlow
SL7 1YO

Bucking~amshire

